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Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) has proven its capability to learn optimal policies in decision-making
problems by directly interacting with environments. Meanwhile, supervised learning methods also show
great capability of learning from data. However, how to combine DRL with supervised learning and lever-
age additional knowledge and data to assist the DRL agent remains difficult. This study proposes a novel
Supervised Assisted Deep Reinforcement Learning (SADRL) framework integrating deep Q-learning from
dynamic demonstrations with a behavioral cloning model (DQfDD-BC). Specifically, the proposed DQfDD-
BC method leverages historical demonstrations to pre-train a behavioral cloning model and consistently
update it by learning the dynamically updated demonstrations. A supervised expert loss function is
designed to compare actions generated by the DRL model with those obtained from the BC model to pro-
vide advantageous guidance for policy improvements. Experimental results in several OpenAI Gym envi-
ronments show that the proposed approach accelerates the learning processes, and meanwhile, adapts to
different performance levels of demonstrations. As illustrated in an ablation study, the dynamic demon-
stration and expert loss mechanisms using a BC model contribute to improving the learning convergence
performance compared with the baseline models. We believe that SADRL provides an elegant framework
and the proposed method can promote the integration of human experience and machine intelligence.

� 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has made great milestones
in several applications such as the Go [1,2], Atari games [3] and
robot skill acquisition [4] in recent years. However, DRL-based
approaches, such as Deep Q-learning Network (DQN), usually fail
in many real-world scenarios [5–7]. The gap between the real-
world and the simulation environment prevents the wide applica-
tion of the DRL methods. Due to the diversity and uncertainty of
complex systems and real-world situations, it is a big challenge
to establish a simulation environment for implementing DRL mod-
els, which is consistent with the real-world systems. Technically,
the DRL agent can not obtain sufficient experience to improve
the strategies without a reliable and informative simulation envi-
ronment. The inability to fully interact with the real world
restrains the agents from learning some valuable policies that
can be directly applied to real-world scenarios. During the learning
process, the DRL model may choose a random action sampled from
a random policy [8], which is essential for the agent to explore the
entire state-action space. However, the random actions are
restricted in many real-world circumstances because of the possi-
bility of causing severe damage to the system. For instance, in
autonomous driving scenarios [9,10], a random policy may lead
to traffic congestion or even road accidents. These prohibited dan-
gerous actions make it impossible for the agent to accumulate the
subsequent states or learn how to avoid potentially serious conse-
quences. To ensure the reliability of the agent, shifting from limited
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simulation environments to mimic real-world ones becomes one of
the most urgent tasks for applying DRL models for complicated
decision-making tasks.

Human experts may have significant advantages in learning
efficiency and decision-making performance [11] in complex
real-world circumstances. Recent studies show that incorporating
human experience is a potential solution to enhance the adaptabil-
ity of DRL models for complex tasks [12,13]. Although it is difficult
to model and learn that expert knowledge, many supervised learn-
ing methods based on deep neural networks show powerful capa-
bilities of feature extraction and modeling of various data,
including expert decisions extracted from trajectory data and
human experience, which are also known as demonstrations
[14–16]. To be specific, deep Q-learning from demonstrations
(DQfD) is a typical algorithm that succeeded in integrating DRL
with demonstrations [12], which combines the temporal difference
(TD) error in the traditional Double DQN (DDQN) algorithm [17]
with supervised expert loss by constructing a hybrid loss function.
Through a specially designed large margin supervised loss function
[18,19], the DQfD method can guide and assist an agent in learning
the expert’s knowledge by constantly steering the agent learning
policies closer to those represented by the demonstration.

However, the DQfD model suffers from three major issues: (1)
In the learning process, the transition trajectory in the historical
demonstration dataset is the single data source for contributing
expert loss, which does not include the self-generated transitions
of the trained agents. As a result, the DQfD algorithm merely relies
on TD errors to improve the policy but the demonstration is idle
when the self-generated transitions are sampled from the experi-
ence replay buffer, which reduces the efficiency of utilizing
demonstrations. (2) According to the learning mechanism, static
demonstrations are not enough to cover sufficient state-action
space during the agent training process, especially when it is diffi-
cult or expensive to collect demonstrations in real-world applica-
tions. Also, with a constant stream of self-generated transition
samples added into the experience replay buffer, historical demon-
strations would make smaller and smaller contributions to the pol-
icy improvement as their sampling probability gradually
decreases. (3) The DQfD algorithm requires the learned policy to
approximate the demonstration but ignores the negative influence
of imperfect demonstrations, which existing commonly in real-
world applications. Instead of providing appropriate guidance like
a perfect demonstration, the imperfect demonstration is detrimen-
tal to the learned policies when the demonstration represents a
policy inferior to the learned ones.

In this paper, a novel supervised assisted deep reinforcement
learning (SADRL) framework is proposed. In addition, a specific
method deep Q-learning from dynamic demonstrations with a
behavioral cloning model (DQfDD-BC) is developed. In general,
the main contributions are summarized as follows:

1 A hybrid framework SADRL is proposed to merge human
experience and machine intelligence and the supervised learn-
ing method is used to assist DRL.
2 A specific method DQfDD-BC that assists the DRL by leverag-
ing behavioral cloning (BC) [20,21]. Experimental results on
OpenAI Gym show that the proposed method has a better per-
formance compared with the baseline models.
3 An automatic update mechanism that adaptively enhances
the demonstration and the BC model, which can include more
high-quality transition samples to improve the demonstration
and mitigate potential pernicious influences caused by imper-
fect demonstration.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
the related work in imitation learning methods and some studies
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which leveraged the demonstration to improve the DRL methods
are discussed. The problem definition is presented in Section 3
and the details of the method proposed in this paper are demon-
strated in Section 4. In Section 5, some experiments and analyses
are conducted to validate the proposed method. Conclusions are
summarized in Section 6, with some future research directions.
2. Related works

Generally, demonstration comes from the human or other kinds
of "experts" who can provide valuable information [22] for differ-
ent hard problems, such as robot control [14,23], self-driving
[24], etc [25,26]. Imitation learning [27,28] methods can exploit
the demonstration to mimic expert actions and behavioral cloning
[20], as a kind of imitation learning, has received extensive atten-
tion [21,29,30] due to its significant advantages, such as fast learn-
ing speed, simplicity, and effective utilization of demonstration,
etc. The BC method constructs mappings from states to actions
(or distributions of actions) in a supervised manner to model the
policies represented by the demonstrations and achieves the goal
of learning from a demonstration by minimizing various super-
vised losses. In a study by NVIDIA, the model obtained impressive
results by minimizing the mean squared error between the steer-
ing command output by the network and the command of a human
driver [24]. Chauffeurnet further enhances the performance of imi-
tation learning in autopilot by synthesizing the worst scenarios
[31].

DAgger [32] is proposed to cope with the covariate shift prob-
lem of BC method. Experts are required by the DAgger method to
respond to self-generated transitions so that totally new and valu-
able transitions can be added to the demonstration. These new
transitions can expand the state-action space covered by the
demonstration. Thus the goal of performance improvement can
be achieved during the learning process. However, the DAgger
method requires an always-available expert to assist in labeling
the data, which reduces the practicality of the method. Deeply
AggreVaTeD [33] enables the DAgger to handle continuous action
spaces by using deep neural networks but the weakness of DAgger
was preserved.

Another typical class of imitation learning algorithms is gener-
ative adversarial imitation learning (GAIL) [34–36]. Instead of
mapping from state to action directly, GAIL learns from the demon-
strations by introducing the generator and discriminator. The gen-
erator is used to learn the policy contained in the demonstration
and generate a state-action pair, while the discriminator is trained
to distinguish whether the state-action pair is from the expert or
the learned policy. The goal of policy improvement is achieved
through the adversarial learning process. GAIL shows good perfor-
mance on the high-dimensional continuous control problem
[37,38]. Policy optimization with demonstrations (POfD) [37] uti-
lizes the demonstration by an adversarial learning method and
has made efforts on sparse and dense reward environments.

Recently, demonstrations have been leveraged to tutor DRL to
achieve better performance. Since the DRL reward is immediate
feedback from the environment for evaluating the performance
of the policy, reshaping the reward function through the demon-
stration is an effective approach to improve DRL performance
[39–41]. By transforming the form of the reward function, the dif-
ficulty of agent training has been reduced. Model-Based DRL
(MBRL) has shown the capability in handling some difficult tasks
[42] and demonstration is also leveraged to deal with the MBRL
problems [43,44].

All of the previously mentioned approaches yielded impres-
sive results but most of them utilized demonstrations through
reward shaping or imitating the demonstration. An alternative
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approach is to improve the policy directly from demonstrations.
The samples in the experience replay buffer and demonstra-
tions are both extracted by DRL agents [12,45,5]. These
approaches put the demonstration into the experience replay
buffer and sample from the hybrid experience replay buffer.
The DQfD algorithm enhances the DDQN [17] algorithm by
keeping the demonstration in the replay buffer at all times. A
designed, supervised expert loss is generated when the transi-
tions in the demonstration are sampled to update the parame-
ters of the neural networks. The self-imitation learning (SIL)
method chooses different loss functions and adds new trajecto-
ries to the demonstration. It updates the same neural network
twice with the A2C loss function and the SIL loss function [45].
The DDPGfD algorithm [46] is similar to the DQfD and they
both assist in enhancing the original algorithms through a
hybrid loss function with an expert loss. The difference
between these two methods is that the DDPGfD algorithm is
based on the DDPG algorithm [47], which is designed to solve
problems with continuous action space and the DQfD is more
suitable for the discrete action space. However, both DQfD
and DDPGfD suffer from the problem of under-exploiting
demonstration data [37].

The proposed DQfDD-BC method is designed to make up for the
shortcomings of the above methods. The supervised learning
model and expert loss can fully extract the demonstration and
mimic the expert policy. The constant renewal of demonstration
is beneficial to overcome the negative effects of static demonstra-
tion. To our best known, this is the first time the imitation learning
model has been introduced to the DRL and the combination of
these two function modules results in some new and comprehen-
sive progress.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Q-function and DQN

Standard Deep Q-Networks (DQN) is designed to deal with the
standard Markov Decision Process (MDP) [48], which is defined
by a tuple hS;A;P; r; ci where S;A;P; r; c represent the state
space, action space, state transition distribution, reward function
and discount factor, respectively. The transition distribution
P s0js; að Þ describes the process of taking action a at state s; s0 is
the next state and reward function rðs; aÞ gives the feedback. A pol-
icy pðajsÞ specifies how the agent responds to various states. The
goal of the agent is to find the policy p which maps states to
actions that maximize the expected discounted total reward
Ep

P1
t¼0ctr st ; atð Þ� �

over the agent’s lifetime. Qpðs; aÞ is an estimate
of the expected future reward that can be obtained from ðs; aÞ by
the agent with policy p. The optimal value function Q �ðs; aÞ pro-
vides maximal action values in all states and is determined by solv-
ing the Bellman equation, shown as Eq. (1).

Q �ðs; aÞ ¼ E rðs; aÞ þ c
X
s0
P s0js; að Þmax

a0
Q � s0; a0ð Þ

" #
ð1Þ

Deep Q learning is one of the most famous deep reinforcement
learning methods. It leverages deep neural networks to approxi-
mate the value function and outputs the action value Qðs; aÞ for
each state-action pair ðs; aÞ. Transitions are sampled uniformly
from the experience replay buffer to update the parameters of
the neural networks by minimizing the loss function, denoted by
Eq. (2). DQN uses two neural networks to improve the policy
learned by the agent. The current network, h, is used to calculate
the value function and the target network, represented by h0, copy
the parameters of the current network every k steps to stable the
training process.
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LQ ðQÞ ¼ rðs; aÞ þ cmax
a

Q stþ1; a; h
0ð Þ � Qðs; a; hÞ

� �2
ð2Þ
3.2. DDQN and DQfD

To avoid the issue of over-estimation for the action value in
DQN, double DQN (DDQN) uses the current Q network to choose
the best action by amax

tþ1 ¼ argmaxaQ stþ1; a; hð Þ instead of the optimal
action value Q �. Similarly, as in DQN, the target Q network is uti-
lized to calculate the TD target, but it uses the best action instead
of searching for the optimal action value. Thus, the loss function of
DDQN can be written as Eq. (3).

LDQ ðQÞ ¼ rðs; aÞ þ cQ stþ1; amax
tþ1 ; h

0� �� Qðs; a; hÞ� �2 ð3Þ
Based on DDQN, the DQfD algorithm proposes a hybrid loss

function with supervised loss. In DQfD, the complete loss function
is denoted by Eq. (4) which consists of four parts: the double Q
learning TD loss, n-step double Q learning TD loss, expert loss
and L2 regularization loss, denoted by LDQ ðQÞ;LnðQÞ;LEðQÞ and
LL2ðQÞ, respectively. The parameters k1; k2; k3 adjusts the weights
of different losses.

LðQÞ ¼ LDQ ðQÞ þ k1LnðQÞ þ k2LEðQÞ þ k3LL2ðQÞ ð4Þ
The expert loss LEðQÞ is considered as the most significant loss

among the losses in DQfD, expressed in Eq. (5). It allows the model
to satisfy the Bellman equation and also enables the agent to learn
from the demonstrations directly. The large margin supervised loss
‘ðaE; aÞ is set to 0 when a ¼ aE where aE denotes the expert action in
the demonstration, and a positive constant otherwise. This loss
forces the action values of the other actions to be at least a margin
lower than the value of the demonstrator’s action [12]. Note that,
when the sampled transitions are not in the demonstration,
k2 ¼ 0 means that the expert loss LEðQÞ is non-functional.

LEðQÞ ¼ max
a2A

Qðs; aÞ þ ‘ aE; að Þ½ � � Q s; aEð Þ ð5Þ

In this paper, the proposed DQfDD-BC method substitutes the
large margin supervised loss with a cross-entropy loss and the
expert loss is always available for the complete loss function dur-
ing the self-learning process via imitation learning model (see
details in Section 4.3).

4. Methodology

In this section, the overall structure of SADRL and two major
modules of the proposed method are introduced, which are utiliz-
ing dynamic demonstration and obtaining a better supervised
expert loss via behavioral cloning model. Last but not least, the
training process and the pseudo-code are presented.

4.1. Framework of SADRL

The fusion of both supervised learning and reinforcement learn-
ing is an important advantage of SADRL. Supervised learning meth-
ods are good at extracting knowledge from vast amounts of data,
which facilitates the utilization of supervised learning to learn a
decision policy from the expert experience and offline operation
records. However, supervised learning is limited by the data itself
and cannot discover new knowledge. On the contrary, DRL realizes
the full potential of machine intelligence and the DRL agent con-
stantly learns new knowledge from the environment. However,
the learning speed of DRL is relatively slow and it is expensive to
obtain a perfect result. The SADRL intends to mitigate their disad-
vantages while retaining their strengths and realizes a new learn-
ing paradigm of human–machine integration.
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Fig. 1 illustrates the technical architecture of the proposed
DQfDD-BC approach under the SADRL framework. DQfDD-BC
shares the same basic components of the DDQN algorithm [17],
including two Q networks and experience relay buffer where alter-
able demonstrations are added for further usage. An additional BC
module is introduced to utilize the demonstration in the replay
buffer. In addition, the loss value is calculated considering both
the output of the trained Q network and the BC model.

Firstly, the DQfDD-BC method attempts to extract the experts’
policies from the initial demonstration and allows the agent to pro-
vide reasonable actions when facing self-generated states. During
the self-learning process, BC model is introduced to generate
expert loss to utilize all transitions in the experience replay buffer.
The agent’s actions are compared with those generated by the BC
model through a supervised expert loss function. The inclusion of
the BC model allows the knowledge in the demonstrations to be
sufficiently utilized in the training process and enables the model
to cope with the states which experts have not ever encountered.
The supervised learning process and self-learning process can pro-
mote each other. The supervised model provides a baseline to
guide the learning process and the self-learning process keeps
improving and generates new demonstration samples to reduce
the limitation of the BC model and suboptimal samples. In partic-
ular, new transitions are added to the demonstration if the model
achieves a relatively high-performance episode score. Hence, the
BC model can be improved after the update of the demonstration.
There are two main differences between the proposed DQfDD-BC
method and previous methods that also combine DRL with super-
vised learning. Firstly, existing methods that combined DRL and
supervised learning make use of supervised learning techniques
from the perspective of data. Specifically, only a supervised loss
function is designed to utilize the demonstration. And the super-
vised loss is not available when the self-generated transitions are
sampled. In the proposed DQfDD-BC method, we construct a BC
model to imitate the demonstration so that the policy behind the
demonstration can be used all the time once the pre-training pro-
cess is completed. When a new state appears, the previous method
is not able to make use of the demonstration to facilitate the learn-
ing process, while our method can provide a demonstration-like
decision policy based on the pre-trained BC model and generate
supervised loss to guide the self-learning process. Secondly, the
demonstration in previous methods is static and it is dynamically
updated in the DQfDD-BC. The demonstration is of great signifi-
cance for the supervised learning process and dynamic data can
effectively expand the original dataset to avoid overfitting and
improve the generalization ability of the model.

4.2. Dynamic demonstrations

As the transition quality of historical demonstrations is usually
much higher than that associated with random policies, DQfD
chooses to learn its initial knowledge from preset demonstrations
instead of random interaction trajectories. One of the major
improvements of the proposed DQfDD-BC method is adding the
newly generated interactions into the demonstrations. These
newly generated transitions, who have a higher performance score
for the same task, are collected during the training process. Partic-
ularly, after the early stage of the training process, the transition
samples are automatically generated and inserted into the demon-
stration dataset when the final cumulative reward of each episode
reaches a new high score. After the performance of the model has
been improved effectively, the new and better transition samples
are added to the demonstration. Thus, the quality of the demon-
stration is continuously improved while attempting to cover the
full state-action space. Such a mechanism can continuously
improve the diversity and quantity of the demonstration and con-
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tinuously generate a positive effect on the imitation learning
model performance.

The concept of the proposed approach is close to the DAgger
algorithm, especially for improving the decision-making capability
by adding new transitions to the demonstration and utilizing the
added data to optimize the model parameters. However, unlike
DAgger, the proposed method does not rely on manual labeling
and automatically determines whether new transitions need to
be added to the demonstration, which can significantly reduce
the computational cost of the training process and improves the
applicability of the method.

4.3. Expert loss with supervised BC model

The DQfD method leverages a binary supervised large margin
loss function ‘ðaE; aÞ to compare the generated actions with those
in demonstrations under the same environment states. However,
the large margin loss function is not able to distinguish the differ-
ence of various actions and the binary loss values are prone to
cause a volatile gradient which all lead to the instability of the
training process. Instead of utilizing the demonstration directly, a
BC model is used to extract useful information from the
demonstration.

In specific, the proposed DQfDD-BC method contains a deep
neural network-based BC model and maintains two different expe-

rience replay buffers: Dreplay and Ddemo. In particular, Dreplay refers to

the common experience replay buffer in a DRL model and Ddemo

consists of both historical and self-generated demonstrations.

The BC model is first pre-trained with demonstrations Ddemo to
obtain its initial decision-making ability. Prioritized experience
replay mechanism [49] is also applied to both of the two replay
buffers to improve the sample efficiency. The performance of the
DRL agent is improved continuously during the learning process.
Hence, the newly generated transition are given the highest prior-
ity to ensure that transitions with higher performance are
extracted timely.

The DQfDD-BC model takes full advantage of the demonstration
by generating expert losses for all self-generated transitions
instead of directly using historical demonstrations. And it is
designed for discrete action spaces while the additional BC model
is considered to solve a multi-label classification problem. Hence,
instead of the binary supervised large margin loss function, the
cross-entropy loss function, Hðoutput; targetÞ, is selected to evalu-
ate the difference between different actions. In the pre-train pro-
cess, the BC model is trained by minimizing the cross-entropy
loss between aE and pbcðstÞ (Eq. (6)) to learn the demonstration
and construct the BC model.

‘BC ¼ HðpbcðstÞ; aEÞ ð6Þ
where aE refers to the expert action in the demonstration and pbc

represents the learned policy of the BC model. Once the pre-
training of the BC model is completed, pbc can always provide rela-
tively reasonable expert actions for each state.

‘ða;pbcðsÞÞ ¼ Hða;pbcðsÞÞ ð7Þ
In the self-learning stage, the cross-entropy loss (Eq. (7)) evaluates
the difference between a and pbcðsÞ, where a is the action provided
by the Q network and pbcðsÞ represents the action generated by the
latest state of BC model. The supervised loss ‘ða;pbcðsÞÞ can be con-
structed all the time during the training process and it is zero when
the action of the Q network output is the same as the output of the
BC model and otherwise a positive number. Consequently, the
supervised expert loss function of DQfDD-BC is shown as Eq. (8),
which is different from DQfD and the complete loss function is
the same as Eq. (4).

LXS
高亮

LXS
高亮



Fig. 1. The technique architecture of the proposed DQfDD-BC method where BC
model represents the behavioral cloning model.
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LEðQÞ ¼ max
a2A

Qðs; aÞ þ ‘ða;pbcðsÞÞ½ � � Q s; aEð Þ ð8Þ

Algorithm1: DQfDD-BC: Deep Q-learning from Dynamic
Demonstration with Behavioral Cloning

The goal of introducing a different expert loss function is to

smooth the output of the total loss function and stabilize the train-
ing process. More importantly, the BC model is utilized to provide
reasonable actions and generate supervised losses for all self-
generated transitions in the experience replay buffer. Compared
with the DQfD method, the sample efficiency is significantly
improved.

4.4. Training process

The pseudo-code of the proposed DQfDD-BC method is
sketched in Algorithm1 and consists of three main stages: BC
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model pre-training, agent pre-training, and joint model self-
learning. Firstly, the BC model is pre-trained with Eq. (6) to gain
the initial decision-making ability, and then the Q network is also
pre-trained in a supervised manner. During the self-learning pro-
cess, the trained BC model is leveraged to generate expert actions
and construct the expert loss function. Combined with TD errors,
the self-learning ability is retained and the L2 regularization loss
on the network weights is able to prevent over-fitting. After each
episode, the best episode score is obtained from the sum of step
rewards in each episode compared to the previous record. The pol-
icy is evaluated via the episode score and the dynamic demonstra-

tion method is applied to Ddemo to update the demonstration. To
reduce the interference of the lucky episode, the demonstration
will not be updated in the early stage of the self-learning process.
The update is initiated only after the self-learning process has
passed at least 10 episodes. Fine-tuning of the BC model is con-

ducted after Ddemo is updated, thus enabling the BC model to con-
stantly improve the supervised strategy and providing a better
target for the agent.
5. Experiments and results

5.1. Overview

Experiments configuration The proposed DQfDD-BC method is
validated in the classic OpenAI Gym environments: CartPole-v0,
CartPole-v1, Acrobot-v1 and LunarLander-v2 [50]. The original
reward functions provided by the gym environments are used
without giving any additional rewards or penalties during the
learning process. At the end of each episode, the rewards for all
steps in the episode are summed up to form an episode score. Since
the DQfD method is based on DDQN, both DQN [3], DDQN [17],
Duel DQN [51] and DQfD [12] algorithms are chosen as the bench-
marks to compare with the proposed method.

Two different experimental conditions are considered: perfect
demonstrations and imperfect demonstrations. All demonstrations
are obtained from the interaction trajectories of pre-trained DDQN
models to represent the human experience. The major difference
between perfect and imperfect demonstrations is as follows: The
perfect demonstrations are obtained from state transitions data
of a well-trained DDQN agent, while the imperfect demonstrations
are derived from the model during the training process. In all
demonstrations, the initial amount of transitions is around 10K
before the training and the number will increase when new transi-
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tions are added into the demonstrations. The average episode
scores of perfect demonstration collected from CartPole-v0,
CartPole-v1, Acrobot-v1, LunarLander-v2 are 200, 500, �84, 246.
We omit the imperfect demonstration of CartPole-v0 in Table 1,
and further discuss the reason in experimental results. The scores
of imperfect demonstrations in CartPole-v1, Acrobot-v1,
LunarLander-v2 are 357, �238, 14, respectively.

Hyperparameters There are numerous hyperparameters in the
experiments and different hyperparameters have a significant
effect on the results. In all experiments, the n in n� step return
is 10, the batch_size = 64, the size of experience replay buffer is
1000000, the learning rate of supervised model is 0.001, the learn-
ing rate of Q networks is 0.00001, and the discount factor c ¼ 0:95
in the CartPole environments (0:99 for other environments). Differ-
ent random seeds have different performances and we choose
½100;200;300; . . . ;1000� as the random seed list. In the �� greedy
policy, � linearly decreases from a maximum value of 0:99 to a
minimum value of 0:001 and remains at the minimum value. In
the CartPole-v1 environment, the descent is maintained for
10000 interaction steps and in other environments 5000. In the
prioritized experience replay buffers, new transitions are given
the highest probability of being sampled and are later updated
based on the absolute values of TD-1 errors. For each transition,

the sampling weight is denoted as wi ¼ 1
N � 1

PðiÞ

� �b
, where N is the

size of the replay buffer, PðiÞ is the probability of being sampled
and parameter b controls the amount of importance sampling
and it is annealed linearly from 0.4 to 1.

The parameters k1; k2; k3 determine how the weights of the dif-
ferent losses are assigned and they are important for the hybrid
loss function. In all experiments, k1 ¼ k2 ¼ 0:5; k3 ¼ 0:001. Accord-
ing to our experimental experience, k1 and k2 are more appropriate
between 0.1–0.7. Too large will easily lead to a decline in the mod-
el’s self-learning ability, while too small will result in a weaker
impact of expert loss on the hybrid loss function and slower learn-
ing speed. k3 is leveraged to avoid overfitting but too large will
restrict the model’s expressive ability significantly, causing diffi-
culty in model convergence. 1e� 3 is an appropriate magnitude
and the L2 regularization is provided by the optimizer in the
PyTorch. The large margin in DQfD is fine-tuned and set to be 1.
In case of a margin set too large, the model tends to rely on the
supervised learning process heavily and lose its ability to learn
independently; conversely, a margin that is too small will cause
the advantages of supervised learning unavailable.

Model architecture Since the state of experiment environ-
ments are vectors, fully-connected layers are appropriate for the
experiments and they are leveraged to construct the Q network
and the BC model as well. In the BC model, the hidden unit number
of all two fully-connected layers are ½150;64� and LeakyRelu is
Table 1
Performance comparison in OpenAI Gym environments. (lower episode is better and high

Env DQN DDQN DuelDQN

Average stop episode

CartPole-v0 254 ± 24 310 ± 85 325 ± 91
CartPole-v1 500 ± 0 500 ± 0 500 ± 0
Acrobot-v1 500 ± 0 198 ± 123 425 ± 76
LunarLander-v2 443 ± 69 263 ± 21 289 ± 28

Env Average training score for last 10 episodes

CartPole-v0 199 ± 0.4 193 ± 0.6 190 ± 4.6
CartPole-v1 155 ± 26.8 133 ± 12.1 166 ± 11.9
Acrobot-v1 �161 ± 17.8 �97 ± 5.3 �112 ± 3.1
LunarLander-v2 206 ± 12.4 231 ± 6.5 186 ± 19.2
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selected as the activation function. The Q network which has
½150;120� hidden units in every hidden layer and the activation
function is Relu.

Termination condition Within 1000 episodes (it is 500 in
CartPole-v0 and v1), the average episode score of last 30 consecu-
tive episodes is greater than certain scores (CartPole-v0: 190,
CartPole-v1: 490, Acrobot-v1: �100, LunarLander-v2: 200), then
end the current execution. The models are considered as success-
fully converged if the termination conditions are satisfied. Each
method is repeated 10 times with different random seeds.

5.2. Perfect demonstration results

In terms of convergence speed and learning capability with per-
fect demonstrations, the proposed DQfDD-BC model achieved bet-
ter results than DQfD model, far better than DQN, DDQN and Duel
DQN. Fig. 2 shows the episode rewards of various methods in three
gym environments. All learning curves are averaged over 10 ran-
dom seeds and the shades in the figures are designed to show
the experimental results of multiple trials. The solid line in the fig-
ure is the average of the results of multiple experiments (denoted
as l), while the range of the shaded area is determined by the stan-
dard deviation (demoted as r) of the results of multiple experi-
ments. The upper and lower boundaries of the shaded area are
lþ r and l� r, respectively. In CartPole-v0, the DQfDD-BC
approach has a slightly faster convergence speed than DQfD during
the early learning stage. Although some runs of DQfDD-BC and
DQfD failed to satisfy the termination condition, the Table 1 shows
that the DQfDD-BC has a smaller average stop episode and it also
gained a small advantage in the final performance score. In
CartPole-v1 and LunarLander-v2 environments, the DQfDD-BC
shows obvious faster-learning speed and fewer episodes are
needed for DQfDD-BC to get a higher score than DQfD.

Before the experiment was forced to stop in CartPole-v1, both
DQfD and DQfDD-BC can obtain a full score, which proves that
the demonstration improves the learning ability of DRL agent,
while the DQN, DDQN and Duel DQN failed to trigger the termina-
tion condition due to lack of demonstration. The DQfDD-BC
method retains the advantages of the DQfD algorithm and further
improves the supervised loss function so that all self-generated
data can obtain supervised losses, which helps to improve the
learning speed.

5.3. Imperfect demonstration results

The adaptability of the DQfDD-BC method is validated with
imperfect demonstrations. Since perfect demonstrations are diffi-
cult to define and acquire in many scenarios, it is more relevant
and better to train the agent with imperfect demonstrations than
er score is better).

Perfect Demonstration Imperfect demonstration

DQfD DQfDD-BC DQfD DQfDD-BC

162 ± 170 161 ± 170 – –
121 ± 19 91 ± 27 500 ± 0 411 ± 179
51 ± 4 49 ± 5 261 ± 136 143 ± 11
65 ± 3 65 ± 9 402 ± 192 119 ± 17

190 ± 10.7 194 ± 9.7 – –
498 ± 3.9 500 ± 0.3 348 ± 25.1 429 ± 46.0
�95 ± 4.0 �91 ± 2.5 �96 ± 5.3 �95 ± 7.8
219 ± 8.7 223 ± 6.1 234 ± 4.4 211 ± 20.4



Fig. 2. The training episode scores of different methods with perfect demonstra-
tions in different environments. The horizontal green line is the average episode
scores of the perfect demonstrations. Fig. 3. Experimental result with an imperfect demonstration. (a) The training score

of different methods in the CartPole-v1 environment. The horizontal green line is
the average score of the demonstrations. (b) and (c) show the loss function value
during the training process.
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the random policy. Some off-line optimization methods can also be
used to generated imperfect demonstrations. Fig. 3 (a) shows the
episode scores of different method with imperfect demonstrations
in the CartPole-v1 environment. The results show that the DQfDD-
BC model outperforms DQfD by a significant margin in terms of
convergence speed. By keeping the demonstrations updated, the
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proposed DQfDD-BC method allows the newly updated demon-
stration to avoid the negative influence brought by the imperfect
demonstration and eventually converge to a better performance
level.



Fig. 4. Ablation experimental results. The dynamic demonstration (DQfDD) and
expert loss with a behavioral cloning model (DQfD-BC) are added to the original
DQfD method.
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The proposed DQfDD-BC method can adapt to imperfect
demonstrations well and obtain a higher average final performance
than DQfD, which shows great dependence on the demonstration
and ultimately converges to the vicinity of the demonstration;
therefore, imperfect demonstrations degrade the performance of
the DQfD method. To figure out the reason of DQfDD-BC’s outper-
forming DQfD, the variation of each component of the complete
loss function is examined. Fig. 3 (b) shows that the TD losses
(TD-1, TD-n) of DQfD have been stabilized within a small fluctua-
tion range in the later stages of self-learning while the expert loss
fluctuated in a wide range. This is partially due to the action output
by the learned policy can be quite different from those sampled
from the imperfect demonstrations. The agent can obtain a better
policy through the TD losses and provides an appropriate action.
However, the supervised loss draws the learned policy near the
policy represented by the imperfect demonstration and inapposite
actions are provided. Additionally, the fixed imperfect demonstra-
tion is not immune to its own negative effects, resulting in the
inability to converge to the highest score. The expert loss of
DQfDD-BC is more steady as shown in Fig. 3 (c) and the agent
achieves a better final performance. The dynamic demonstration
has the ability to reduce the disadvantage of imperfect demonstra-
tion and expand the state-action space covered by the
demonstration.

Table 1 shows the comparison between DQN, DDQN, Duel DQN,
DQfD and DQfDD-BC in different gym environments. The average
stop episode means the average stop episode number among dif-
ferent runs and roughly represents the learning speed and the
average final score illustrates the final performance of these meth-
ods. In all environments, the proposed DQfDD-BC method is suc-
cessfully converged in the smallest number of episodes and
obtains the best final performance in almost all environments,
which demonstrates the significant advantages of DQfDD-BC in
learning speed and performance. Need to mention that the termi-
nation condition of CartPole-v0 is much easier to be satisfied com-
pared to the CartPole-v1. In some lucky episodes, the termination
condition can be triggered in CartPole-v0, which is almost impos-
sible in CartPole-v1. The imperfect demonstration of CartPole-v0
is hard to be distinguished from the random policy and trained pol-
icy. Therefore we omit the test with an imperfect demonstration of
CartPole-v0. The quality of imperfect demonstration of CartPole-v1
is more reliable compared to CartPole-v0.

5.4. Ablations

To confirm the importance of both dynamic demonstrations
and expert loss with BC model in the proposed DQfDD-BC method,
the method without dynamic demonstration or BC model are
tested in the CartPole-v1 environment. Fig. 4 shows the effect of
integrating dynamic demonstrations and BC model to the original
DQfD model. Clearly, when the dynamic demonstration is added
to the DQfD algorithm (new model named DQfDD), the DQfDD
model presents a significant improvement in training speed during
the early stage. The DQfDD can also converge to the highest score
and ended the training process in a short time, while the DQfD
needs some more time. This indicates that by adding new samples
to the demonstrations, a large number of high-performance transi-
tions can improve the generalization ability and training stability
of the model.

In the case of only BC model triggered (new model named
DQfD-BC), the training speed of the DQfD-BC model is significantly
improved compared with DQfD. As shown in Fig. 4, the average
training score of the DQfD algorithm reaches only about 80% of
the convergence state, while the DQfD-BC model finishes the train-
ing process. The DQfD-BC has a slightly lower learning speed than
the DQfDD-BC method during the learning process but the DQfD-
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BC ends the learning process earlier. By introducing a supervised
model, the self-generated transitions can be utilized to generate
an expert loss. Therefore higher sample efficiency is achieved and
the learning speed is improved significantly. The proposed
DQfDD-BC method, which combines the benefits from dynamic
demonstrations and the expert loss generated from BC model,
can improve the learning speed simultaneously and retain excel-
lent performance with an imperfect demonstration.
6. Conclusion

In this work, we propose the SADRL framework and develop the
DQfDD-BC method to enhance the learning efficiency and perfor-
mance of DRL. The experimental results demonstrate that regard-
less of the perfection of historical demonstrations, DQfDD-BC can
effectively improve the learning speed and achieve comparable
final performance in generic environments. From an ablation
experiment, the dynamic demonstration and expert loss with the
BC model showed their potential to improve the learning quality.

The proposed model provides a feasible solution to bridge the
DRL methods and the decision-making problems in complex real-
world environments by learning from the human experience to
improve the DRL agent while resisting the interference from the
imperfect demonstration. In the future, to fully extract and utilize
the human experience and examine the potential of SADRL, real-
world settings, such as power grid operation systems, are consid-
ered. Considering the properties of recorded human demonstra-
tions, we will explore and improve the ability of the proposed
method to handle engineering issues in data sparsity, human
diversity, etc.
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